
MediCanvas 
TFT-LCD MEDICanvas X-ray view boxes 

Tecno-Gaz MediCanvas X-ray view boxes use TFT-LCD technology and are at the 
top of the market as regards quality, aesthetics and technology. 
A prestigious product that will not only improve your operating efficiency, giving your 
surgery added value, but that also has a striking aesthetic impact. 
All MediCanvas X-ray view boxes are already fitted out for wallmounting, and 
items 7072-N 7074-N may be used standing on the table, with the aid of the 
appropriate support. These negatoscopes are equipped with a device that allows 
automaticFAS turning on and turning off when you insert the x Ray. 

Advantages 

Excellent light uniformity 
Computer screen technology is used to provide total light uniformity and this facilitates 
the reading of the X-ray and avoids the operator straining their eyes. 

Easy X-ray reading 
MediCanvas uses CCFL technology that guarantees the emission of cold blue light at 
8.600° Kelvin, allowing for better definition when consulting X-rays. 

Reduced eye fatigue 
The CCFL system uses a frequency of 40,000 times per second. This method avoids any movement 
of the lamp, unlike in traditional X-ray viewing boxes, noticeably reducing eye fatigue. 

Long-life lamp 
The MediCanvas lighti 
maintenance, thanks to the CCFL system that ensures time and cost savings. 

' ® The MediCanvas lighting system lasts for approximately 10 years without specific 

MediCanvas design and quality 
MediCanvas X-ray viewing boxes are available in 4 different sizes, designed for every need. 
The main distinguishing feature of these products is their reduced thickness that varies from 24 
to 39 mm. Their absolutely extraordinary aesthetic impact and their presence provides a very 
professional look to any environment. 

Ask the expert 

Who needs this? 

All dental surgeries. 

Why MediCanvas X-ray viewing boxes? 
An innovative product that makes use 
of technology to improve your work. A 
pleasantly designed, high-quality product. 

Frame and click! 

Use your mobile 
phone to get further 
information about 
this issue. 
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Frame 7077-N 

Counter support for 
MediCanvas X-ray viewing box 
Art. 7072-N 

Frame 7079-N 

Counter support for 
MediCanvas X-ray viewing box 
Art. 7074-N 

X-ray viewing box MediCanvas with TFT-LCD technology 

Frame 7072-N Frame 7074-N Frame 7076-N Frame 7078-N 

Width 498 mm Width 854 mm Width 1230 mm Width 1606 mm 

Height 482 mm Height 482 mm Height 482 mm Height 482 mm 

Depht 28 mm Depht 28 mm Depht 39 mm Depht 39 mm 

Viewing Ares 14x17' Viewing Ares 28x17' Viewing Ares 43x17' Viewing Ares 58x17' 

Width 356 mm Width 711 mm Width 1087 mm Width 1463 mm 

Height 423 mm Height 423 mm Height 423 mm Height 423 mm 


